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Interim Renort

Introduction

120 participants a1:tended the Workshop: 37 from the Russian Federation; 55 from the EU,
Norway and IcelaJrld; 16 from Canada and 12 from the USA. A wide range of scientific
and technological expertise was represented.

The main objective was to obtain from this multi-disciplinary environment a clearer
understanding of the real problems and needs of the circumpolar Arctic and to
discuss/evolve a collaborative approach to addressing these problems and needs from the
perspective of scientific and technological support.

The Russian delt:gation was headed by Dr. Artur Nikolaevich Chilingarov (Deputy
Chainnan of the Russian State Duma), the European Commission by Directors Timo
Summa (represenlting DG External Relations) and Professor Jean-Marie Martin of the
Joint Research Centre (Institute for Environment and Sustainability), Canada by Her
Excellency Shirley Serafini (Ambassador to Norway), and the USA by Mr. Walter Parker,
US Arctic Commi:)sioner.

The Workshop was planned on the basis of3 main themes:

Theme A: Earth Observation and Environment
Theme B: Natural Resources and Transport
Theme C: Civil and Research Infrastructures

There were 78 presentations in total, generally supporting improved networking of
institutions, scientific/technological support to the issues of sustainable economic
development, safety/security of communities, the environment and industrial/commercial
operations, and th(: impacts of climate change.

Outcome of W(j',"kshop -Interim Report

1 General agreement to improve networking of institutions concerned with the problems
of the North. ]\I1ore specifically:
.to develop the existing Workshop website into an information source on Arctic

research with an emphasis on Arctic-related technologies (for environmental

monitoring, transport, energy, telecommunications)
.it was su1~,gested that the Workshop website should evolve into an 'Internet R&D

Journal' on the Northern Dimension
.to create an 'Internet Network' of the Workshop participants that would use and

develop the website
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..

the w~bsite should be linked to the Arctic Council website
there $hollld be a section on this website for small-scale projects (there are many
going on but are not generally known about)

2.

3

4.

5.

Develop an (;~perational circumpolar monitoring framework for environment and
sustainable de'velopment. The Internet Network could be very instrumental in this
regard.
Earth Ob~ef\'ation techniques are certainly very important for environmental
monitoring but do not provide all information required. For example, satellite-based
monitoring ccUlllot provide the information required on POPs (persistent Organic
Pollutants), ht~avy metal pollution, radionuclide contamination, flows of rivers, etc.
Sensors fqr measuring/monitoring these aspects should be developed, preferably for
use from s~tellites, if possible.
Establish 6n Arctic Technologies Working Group within the Arctic Council. A
similar prqpos,al was made to establish a New Arctic Task Force.
Attention 10 clDntinue on the following technologies for potential future application in
the Arctic:

.Hybrid AiJ'Ships for cargo-lifting, re-supply and emergency response in remote
areas

.CAPS ONE on-board radar system for traffic control in regions with no ground-
based r dm". System tested successfully in Alaska. Possible incorporation in future

airship.
.Roboti J.~rcraft (such as Seascan, CAMCOPTER) for environmental

reconn "ss~mce and meteorological data-gathering
.Greater.juse of the IceCam system on ships and airborne vehicles for environmental

data-gathering in remote regions and harsh climate conditions
.Submarines as power units for supplying sea-bed drilling platforms
.Information Technologies to support shipping and offshore operations
.Develo.,me:nt of the international ice information system with view to

standar~ization of the system
.Develo~ment of remote sensing techniques for monitoring of gas/oil pipelines, in

Particut to detect at early stage any deformations due to permafrost thaw/freeze
cycles.

9. On enviropm(~ntal issues, to address the poor infomlation base that is available on
pemlafros~ and establish measurement and monitoring procedures (could be included
in 2 above~

10. To addre~s the potential for integrating science and traditional knowledge of
Indigenou~ PI~oples (see project proposed in Session A4 -Impacts of Climate
Change). to consider also the problem of providing Infomlation Technologies for the

Indigenou~ Peoples.
11. Universi of 1:he Arctic:

.addres ing the funding concerns, maybe a 'Foundation' could be fomled to attract
fundin fu)m various sources, public and private

.the Int rnl~t portal at Athabasca University, Alberta, is available for use as a
suppo in~;trument for distance education.
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4.

5.6.

7.

impacts 0 climate change: requires much greater attention by researchers. It is very
important to c::onsider impacts 20-30 years ahead from now and not be concerned only
about cli ate change up to the present. Earth observation techniques must be
combined with ground-based studies.
Sustainab e forests -network of forestry institutes. Fire, floods, insect outbreaks,
snow, wi d all contribute to annual natural forest losses. Anthropological activities
cause ad "ti01tlal losses (air pollution, clearance for oil/gas and mining operations).
There is need for a dedicated circumpolar forest monitoring system but there are
global m nitoring systems which provide some coverage of the boreal forests. The
pilot proj ct ~)ib- TREES, a collaborative project of the Joint Research Centre of the
European CoJmrnission and the International Forest Institute, Moscow, is aimed at
creating operational forest information service for Siberia. This has the potential to
be devel ed on a wider geographic scale (to include NW Russia and northern
Europe, £; r eJ(ample) and, in view of the need to provide a carbon accounting system
as require b)T the Kyoto Protocol, it was proposed to establish a network of forestry
institutes 'n 1he EU and the Russian Federation with possible extension to the
circumpol dimension.
Creation fa llnified Arctic network of seismic stations
3m Intern tio,nal Polar Year. Dr. Artur Chilingarov (Deputy Chairman, Russian State
Duma) re om mended this. The 1st Polar Year was held in 1882/83, the 2nd Polar Year
was held 0 ~/ears later in 1932/33. The 3rd Polar Year was not held in 1982/83 but
this inte ational event should be revived. Considerable support was expressed by
Worksho paJ1icipants. There was a suggestion to make this event coincide with the
year ofE 02005 (to be held in Japan).
Offer fro Gazprom. A number of companies participated, one of which was
Yamburg azdobycha, the Yamburg Gas Development arm of Gazprom. The
Yamburg as field (largest in the World) is located in north-west Siberia between the
Ob and T Esturaries (68N, 75E, approximately) in the Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous

Okrug.

During di cu~:sions by Yamburggazdobycha, AARI (Arctic and Antarctic Research
Institute, t. F'etersburg) and the Joint Research Centre, Yamburgazdobycha stated its
clear inte est in developing research collaboration and that, as a first practical
measure, t was ready to make available its guest house facilities in Yamburg, its
transporta ion and telecommunications infrastructures and its research facilities
(laborato .s, equipment) for joint EU-Russia field studies in north-west Siberia. This
offer was ade in the interests of developing research collaboration in a number of
areas, incl ding:

.EnViro ~ ental monitoring .Techn ogi.cal safety (pipelines, marine operations)

.Ice and permafrost studies

The regio around Yamburg with its huge energy-related developments and the Ob,
Taz and ur rivers in the vicinity combine to form one of the top environmental
impact zo es in the Russian Arctic. There are also many technological challenges to
sustainabl economic developments including the enhancement of safety and security
of energy production and transport (pipelines, tankers), management of forests and
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pollution redllction. All of Russia's gas exports to Europe come from this region and
these exp~rts will significantly increase in the coming years.

The point I was made that development of close contacts with local authorities would
be part ofjthe collaboration process.

This offe~CO1I1d be viewed as a first practical step towards the possible realization of
a joint R ssia-EU Arctic Research Base, should the necessary support for this be
demonstr ted in the future by the appropriate political levels.

The abov~ inj:onnation was announced to Workshop participants and they asked to be
kept inf°9nedl of any further developments.

11. Opp rtwlities for international Arctic expeditions on Swedish icebreaker Oden.
During th next four Summer seasons, the Swedish polar Secretariat has an agreement
with the wedish Maritime Administration to use the icebreaker Oden for research
expeditio s to the Arctic. In May-June 2002, the Oden will operate north-west of
Greenlan , in August 2004 it will operate in the region of the Lomonosov Ridge and,
hopefully, in the Summer of 2005 it will make a journey to the Bering Strait,
returning to Scandinavia possibly via the North Pole. Suggestions for scientific
collaborat on during these voyages and/or charter of the Oden are most welcome and
should be dirc~cted to Professor Anders Karlqvist, Director, Swedish Polar Secretariat
(anders.k I vist@nolar.se).

12. The I Polar Continental Shelf Project (PCSP) of Natural Resources Canada
operates tWo bases for field studies: one at Resolute which can accommodate more
than 60 p~ople at a time, the other at Tuktoyaktuk which can accommodate about 30
people at~ time. The Resolute base is located on the southern shore of Cornwallis
Island (7 N, 95W) while Tuktoyaktuk is located on the Mackenzie Delta (69N,
133W). e PCSP co-ordinates aircraft support for groups working outside of
communit es in isolated areas and issues, repairs, maintains and stores field
equipmen1 as well as maintaining radio and satellite phone communications with field
camps. M~re information can be found at the website htm://Qolar.nrcan.gc.ca These
bases, andj support services, could be made available to international research teams.

The PCSP system of Natural Resources Canada for supporting field research in the
Arctic shduld be compared with the Russian system (Arctic and Antarctic Research
Institute) tp s(,e if common experiences could lead to improvements on either side.

13. In thel solLtheastern part of the Lena Delta 'Zapovednik' (State Nature Reserve) of
the Sakhal Republic there is located the Lena-Nordenskiold International Biological
Station (7~N, 128E). This was officially opened in 1995 as a joint venture between
the Sakhal Rejpublic and the WWF-Sweden. The Station is operated by the Academy
of Sciences in Yakutsk and it is hoped to develop the Station as a site of active
international scientific co-operation in Arctic nature conservation, and within a much-
enlarged natUJ~e reserve from the current 61,320 square kilometers.


